Week 5 All Camp Newsletter
See below for a recap of what we’ve been up to this week,
and visit SmugMug for more photos!

DAY CAMP

Director: Dan Stahl
Wow, what a remarkable week at GA Day Camp! Campers were A-list
stars all week long. They enjoyed creating many different types of
projects, and making Fort Washington seem like Hollywood, California.
As we start to reach the end of the summer season and begin to look at
our programs for next year, please let me know if you have any thoughts
or feedback at this point. Have a terrific weekend, and we hope to see
you on Monday!

Razzle Dazzle Recap
Lights, Camera, Action!
All week, campers have been enjoying their time in the spotlight. Razzle Dazzle Week gave
campers the chance to make movies, music videos, and earn their Hollywood star! Campers
also had the opportunity to see the Belfry show, Mary Poppins, Jr on Friday, enjoy Kahoot!
Hollywood edition, create lyrics for their troop song, and compete for the Golden Arches at
archery. The Ambler Theater was a smashing hit, as campers enjoyed popcorn while relaxing
and watching either Boss Baby or Toy Story 3. Each week has been getting better and better,
and as the summer stretches on, GA Day Camp is the place to be!

Assembly Period
Campers had a blast working together
to win the Troop Totem Pole for their
troop this week! At Assembly, campers
were given the chance to demonstrate
teamwork and cooperation through fun
camp competitions. Troops competed
in a movie trivia challenge and were

tasked with creating their own lip sync videos!
On Wednesday, we even had a magician teach
us some magic tricks!

Week 6 Sneak Peek
Week 6 brings us “Geek Out!” Campers should
expect different types of activities such as
competing in a spelling bee, making their very
own bouncy balls, creating geeky self-portraits,
lava lamps, and last but not least, figuring out
optical illusions. It will be a great week.
We will also have two different all-day field trips on Wednesday. The Pathfinders will be going
to the Franklin Institute, and the Trailblazers will be off to Dorney Park!

ITTY BITTY and ADVENTURERS
Itty Bitty 1
Katie and Chloe
We had a fun and exciting 5th week of Camp in Itty Bitty 1!
On Monday, we had a Movie Day where we ate popcorn and
watched Sing. Ms. Carolyn is back and she taught us about
surface tension using different science experiments. For
Wilderness, we went on a nature walk with Mr. Carson and
we saw butterflies, birds, and a snake! We stayed cool this
week swimming in the pool and having fun at water play. We
got to have iPad time with Ms. Kelsey during STEM. We
decorated a microphone and rock star sunglasses with Ms.
Kelly for Art. We also got to see a Magic show on Thursday
and Mary Poppins Jr on Friday!

Itty Bitty 2
Sam and Imani
Itty Bitty 2 had a dazzling week at camp. We watched Sing on Monday and had some popcorn.
We went swimming twice and had water play on Wednesday. We went for a nature walk with
Mr. Carson and saw different animals and a few spiderwebs. We made a microphone and
sunglasses in Art with Ms. Kelly. We had Science with Ms. Carolyn and learned about light and
surface tension. Ms. Linda read us cowboys stories when she visited us this week. We were

amazed by a Magic Show on Thursday. We
finished our week watching Mary Poppins Jr
put on by the Belfry Camp.

Adventurers 4s
Jacqui and Emma
We had another great week in the 4s! We
enjoyed movie time at the Ambler Theater and
at school. We love popcorn! Tuesday we had
fun riding the big wheels. We enjoyed science
with Ms. Carolyn and visited the preserve twice
this week, where we saw a turtle! We also enjoyed a visit from Ms. Linda the librarian, a magic
show, and the Belfry play!

Adventurers 5s
Eilis, Abbie and Maggie
So sad Week 5 has come to an end but we made so many fun memories! We took a trip to the
Ambler Theater, saw a magic show, and had a dance party! We loved the musical and
supporting our friends and siblings who performed. We cannot wait to see our friends again!

Star Performers
Kelsey and Charlotte
What an awesome week with these Star Performers! We began our week with Movie Day
watching Sing. After the movie we began introducing and practicing our dance for our
performance along with some other follow-along dances and songs on GoNoodle. After lunch

we worked with Ms. Kelly on our Microphones and Sunglasses, came up with ideas for the
backdrop for our performance and got our faces painted!
On Tuesday morning, we worked on the backdrop, coloring the mermaids/mermen, unicorns in
floaties, and floaties with our names on it along with handprinting a rainbow! Then we had
science with Ms. Carolyn. Then we practiced on our dance before heading to Lunch. After lunch
we went to the pool for some swimming time! Then we had a fun time singing, dancing, and
making music with Ms. Arlyn.
On Wednesday, we started our morning off making paper bag puppets! After our puppets we
had snack, then we went to the stage to rehearse our dance. After our rehearsal we played and
got ready for lunch. After lunch we went to Water Play and the playground. When we were
done we listened to stories with Ms. Linda.

Thursday morning we decorated our microphones and had our puppet show. After, we had
snack and rehearsed our dance one more time. Then we saw an amazing magician. After lunch
we recorded our dance video! They did an amazing job! We got to sit and watch it. After we put
on our sunscreen and went out to play on the playground.
On Friday we made funny masks, then went to see the Camp Musical. After the show we had
Games with Carson. Following games, we had lunch then went swimming. After swimming we
had snack and made shakers! Thank you for a fantastic week!

Sports, Games, and Wilderness
Carson
The campers had a great fifth week in sports, games and nature. The Itty Bitty group played
soccer and went on a nature walk. The older groups played Knockout basketball, rode on Big
Wheels, went on a nature walk and visited The Preserve. I hope everyone has a great weekend,
and is excited for week six!

Belfry Theatre Camp

Congratulations to all of the campers and staff on an amazing performance of
Mary Poppins Jr!

Science and Technology Camps
Forensics Academy
Dotti

This week our Forensics campers embarked on
a journey to solve the case of “Who Changed
the Grades?” Starting on Monday, 14 junior
detectives learned all about the tricks of the
trade they would need to investigate a crime.
Detective campers learned some basic terms so
they could understand all the players involved
in solving a real-life crime case. Each and every
day our young detectives learned a new skill,
starting with fingerprints on Monday,
observing different hair samples on Tuesday,
blood typing on Wednesday, and analyzing and
identifying powdery substances on Thursday.
Finally, our last day, Friday, campers
discovered some fingerprints and evidence
right here in the classroom. The children went on a scavenger hunt to find each clue and with
the last clue was the final piece of evidence! But before we could crack the case, we had to
learn about possible motives of each suspect and analyze simulated blood samples, powdery
substances and some left-behind hair. Taking all the evidence together, and with the help of
fingerprints left at the crime scene, these clever young detectives cracked the case! A great
week was had by all and we were reminded once again that: Crime does not pay!

Art Quest
Art Quest Jr: Mixed Media and Fabric Art
Emma
This week, Art Quest Jr campers learned
about mixed media and fabric artmaking
techniques. First, campers created paper
plate looms and decorated them with
acrylic paint. Then campers learned the
art of weaving, creating a concentric circle
design. For the next project, campers
designed and crafted felt pillows with
fabric and drawn embellishments. During
the next project, campers became fashion
designers. Students cut miniature clothing
out of fabric, and campers drew with color
pencils the figure wearing the clothes. In the following mixed media project, campers practiced
alternative painting techniques. This painted paper was then used to create plant and flower

collages. For our final project, campers expanded on their weaving skills by creating paper
weaving. We learned new weaving vocabulary as campers are now working with the warp and
weft of a weaving.

Art Quest Sr: Tinker Art and Printmaking
Kait
Students in Tinker Art and Printmaking explored creative reuse with broken toys, cardboard,
plastic, and other commonly discarded items. They worked together by bouncing ideas off one
another on what to make and helping each other break apart the items. With these items,
students made brand new creations that are uniquely their own. Techniques we explored in
printmaking have included engraving, collagraphs, and Gelli prints. We ended the week by
using our favorite printmaking technique to create our final project!

Clay and Pottery
Jesse
This week in Clay and Pottery we explored different techniques to create functional vessels and
sculptural pieces inspired by nature. We learned how to operate equipment that ceramic artists
use like the slab roller to create clay slabs with an even thickness. Campers spent a portion of
each day brainstorming ideas and creating templates to transfer into their clay projects and to
start identifying themes in our own work. We also learned how to scratch and attach objects to
build three dimensionally and create functional ceramic boxes.
Everyone has been encouraged
to experiment and consider the
proportions and craftsmanship
of the objects they are creating.
Campers learned how to throw
clay on the pottery wheel to
create functional cups and bowl
forms. We decorated all of our
projects with textures and
imagery from the natural world.
Campers have been inspired to
research sea creatures and
ocean scenes and encouraged to
contribute to an underwaterthemed class exhibit in next week’s art show. Starting next week, students will glaze the work
they created and think about color relationships and developing a color pallet based on their
aesthetic choices.

Digital Photography
Steve
Another week of photography camp where new campers explored various compositional
techniques to help refine their photographic eye. Campers learned basic camera functions and
settings while shooting in Philadelphia’s beautiful Chestnut Hill neighborhood. We then took
our images and began exploring the basics of Photoshop as an editing tool in the campus photo
lab. Tripods, timers, and camera filters, and “funky” toy lights were also used to explore the
technique of “Paint with Light” and Movement. Campers completed the week by further
examining the Layers Palette and Masking features in Photoshop and the many benefits it has
for young photographers.

SPORTS CAMPS
Tennis
Mr. Sullivan and his crew are now in week two of tennis camp, and the weather has been
beautiful! The campers are getting to play this year on our courts that were just re-done last

summer; they still look great and the campers look great
playing on them. Whether practicing their serve or working
on their doubles game, the campers are having a great time.

Boys Soccer
Coach Wetzel and Boys soccer camp are back for another
week, and the weather has been beautiful! The players
continue to show great progress, going through drills/skills in
the morning and finishing with games in the afternoon.
Wednesday continues to be one of the week’s highlights –
Shooting Day! As the week wraps up, the boys will have what
they need for the fall season.

Track and Field
Coach Johnson and staff are here for the first
(ever) week of Track and Field camp. Thankfully,
the weather has been cooperating, because there
is a lot of running and jumping going on at the
stadium this week. With the skills being provided
this week, it would not be surprising to see this
camp become a favorite!

Thanks for a great week!

